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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 15 - Seafoam 

Model Number: MC15-572 Retail: $140.00   

 

The Cruiser 15 is a 12 qt/3 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 

walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-

performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 
hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 

feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 
rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 15 - Tan 

Model Number: MC15T Retail: $140.00   

 

The Cruiser 15 is a 12 qt/3 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 

walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-
performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 

hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 
feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 

rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 15 - White 

Model Number: MC15W Retail: $140.00   

 

The Cruiser 15 is a 12 qt/3 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 

walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-
performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 

hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 

feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 
rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 20 - Seafoam 

Model Number: MC20-572 Retail: $160.00   

 

The Cruiser 20 is a 17 qt/4.25 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 

walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-

performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 
hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 

feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 
rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 20 - Tan 
Model Number: MC20T Retail: $160.00   

 

The Cruiser 20 is a 17 qt/4.25 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 

walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-
performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 

hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 
feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 

rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 20 - White 
Model Number: MC20W Retail: $160.00   

 

The Cruiser 20 is a 17 qt/4.25 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 
walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-

performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 
hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 

feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 
rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 25 - Seafoam 
Model Number: MC25-572 Retail: $180.00   

 

The Cruiser 25 is a 22 qt/5.5 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 
walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-

performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 
hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 

feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 

rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 25 - Tan 

Model Number: MC25T Retail: $180.00   

 

The Cruiser 25 is a 22 qt/5.5 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 
walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-

performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 

hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 
feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 

rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 25 - White 
Model Number: MC25W Retail: $180.00   

 

The Cruiser 25 is a 22 qt/5.5 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 

walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-
performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 

hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 
feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 

rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 30 - Seafoam 
Model Number: MC30-572 Retail: $200.00   

 

The Cruiser 30 is a 27 qt/6.75 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 
walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-

performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 
hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 

feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 
rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 30 - Tan 
Model Number: MC30T Retail: $200.00   

 

The Cruiser 30 is a 27 qt/6.75 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 
walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-

performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 
hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 

feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 

rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 30 - Mossy Oak Bottomland Wrapped Cooler - 

Tan 
Model Number: MC30T-MO-BL-DW Retail: $275.00   

 

The Cruiser 30 is a 27 qt/6.75 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 

walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-

performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 
hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 

feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 
rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Cruiser 30 - White 
Model Number: MC30W Retail: $200.00   

 

The Cruiser 30 is a 27 qt/6.75 gal, lightweight, double-wall rotomolded cooler. The lid and 

walls are filled with a thick layer of high quality foam insulation to create a high-
performance thermal barrier. It features a freezer-grade lid gasket; built-in stainless steel 

hinge system; heavy-flow drain system; strong rubber lid latches; thick rubber non-skid 
feet; 4 cup holders; and lifetime warranty. Minimal weight combined with a full-motion 

rotating stainless steel handle make this the ultimate on-the-go cooler. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Frontier 50 Waterproof Duffle - Gray 
Model Number: MF50 Retail: $175.00   

 

The Mammoth Frontier has an anti-microbial liner to resist all mold and mildew. The 
Frontier is equipped with backpack/carry straps allowing you to have a hands free 

transport when needed. The waterproof zipper keeps all of your valuables safe and dry on 

the inside. Like all of the Mammoth Coolers products, the Frontier comes with a Lifetime 
Warranty.  

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Go Cube 
Model Number: MGC12 Retail: $99.99   

 

Constructed of high-density nylon with 1" thermal insulation that is puncture and tear 
resistant. It features an anti-microbial liner and water resistant zipper. Inside measures 11" 

x 6" x 8". Retains ice 1+ days. Light weight and easy to carry. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Highlander 30 Flip Lid Soft Cooler - Lt. Gray/Gray/Blue 

Model Number: MH30 Retail: $240.00   

 

The Mammoth Highlander is lightweight and easy to carry, with a 30-quart capacity and 

the ability to hold up to 24 cans and ice. The Highlander comes with a flip lid that is 
equipped with a waterproof zipper, making it leakproof and air tight. This soft-sided cooler 

has an anti-microbial liner to resist all mold and mildew. Just like all of the Mammoth 

Cooler products, the Highlander comes with a lifetime warranty.  
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Highlander 30 Flip Lid Soft Cooler - Sportsman Tan 
Model Number: MH30-ST Retail: $240.00   

 

The Mammoth Highlander is lightweight and easy to carry, with a 30-quart capacity and 

the ability to hold up to 24 cans and ice. The Highlander comes with a flip lid that is 
equipped with a waterproof zipper, making it leakproof and air tight. This soft-sided cooler 

has an anti-microbial liner to resist all mold and mildew. Just like all of the Mammoth 

Cooler products, the Highlander comes with a lifetime warranty.  

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Pathfinder 30 Zip Top Soft Cooler - Light Gray 
Model Number: MP30 Retail: $200.00   

 

The Mammoth Pathfinder is a lightweight and easy to carry soft-sided cooler. The 
Pathfinder has a 30-quart capacity and can hold up to 24 cans and ice. The ice retention 

for the Pathfinder is 3-5 days. This soft-sided cooler has a waterproof bottom as well as a 
waterproof zipper, making it leakproof and air tight. It is lined with an anti-microbial liner 

to resist all mold and mildew. Just like all of Mammoth Coolers products, the Pathfinder 
comes with a lifetime warranty.  

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Pathfinder 30 Zip Top Soft Cooler - Mossy Oak 
Bottomland 

Model Number: MP30-MO-BL Retail: $230.00   

 

The Mammoth Pathfinder is a lightweight and easy to carry soft-sided cooler. The 

Pathfinder has a 30-quart capacity and can hold up to 24 cans and ice. The ice retention 
for the Pathfinder is 3-5 days. This soft-sided cooler has a waterproof bottom as well as a 

waterproof zipper, making it leakproof and air tight. It is lined with an anti-microbial liner 

to resist all mold and mildew. Just like all of Mammoth Coolers products, the Pathfinder 
comes with a lifetime warranty.  

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Pathfinder 30 Zip Top Soft Cooler-Mossy Oak Elements 
Bluefin 

Model Number: MP30-MO-EBF Retail: $230.00   

 

The Mammoth Pathfinder is a lightweight and easy to carry soft-sided cooler. The 

Pathfinder has a 30-quart capacity and can hold up to 24 cans and ice. The ice retention 
for the Pathfinder is 3-5 days. This soft-sided cooler has a waterproof bottom as well as a 

waterproof zipper, making it leakproof and air tight. It is lined with an anti-microbial liner 
to resist all mold and mildew. Just like all of Mammoth Coolers products, the Pathfinder 

comes with a lifetime warranty.  
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ranger 125 - Tan 
Model Number: MR125T Retail: $550.00   

 

The Ranger 125 - 125 qt/31.25 gal cooler is the one you want when maximum ice 

retention is required for long periods in extreme conditions. It features 2.5" thick insulated 
walls with double-wall rotomolded construction; freezer-grade lid gasket to prevent any air 

flow or loss of internal temperature retention; strong rubber lid latches with dual locking 
points; built-in stainless steel hinge system; heavy-flow drain no-leak system; thick rubber 

non-skid feet and a lifetime warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Ranger 125 - White 
Model Number: MR125W Retail: $550.00   

 

The Ranger 125 - 125 qt/31.25 gal cooler is the one you want when maximum ice 
retention is required for long periods in extreme conditions. It features 2.5" thick insulated 

walls with double-wall rotomolded construction; freezer-grade lid gasket to prevent any air 
flow or loss of internal temperature retention; strong rubber lid latches with dual locking 

points; built-in stainless steel hinge system; heavy-flow drain no-leak system; thick rubber 
non-skid feet and a lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ranger 25 - Tan 
Model Number: MR25T Retail: $250.00   

 

The Ranger 25 - 25 qt/6.25 gal cooler is the one you want when maximum ice retention is 
required for long periods in extreme conditions. It features 2.5" thick insulated walls with 

double-wall rotomolded construction; freezer-grade lid gasket to prevent any air flow or 
loss of internal temperature retention; strong rubber lid latches with dual locking points; 

built-in stainless steel hinge system; heavy-flow drain no-leak system; thick rubber non-

skid feet and a lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ranger 25 - White 

Model Number: MR25W Retail: $250.00   

 

The Ranger 25 - 25 qt/6.25 gal cooler is the one you want when maximum ice retention is 
required for long periods in extreme conditions. It features 2.5" thick insulated walls with 

double-wall rotomolded construction; freezer-grade lid gasket to prevent any air flow or 

loss of internal temperature retention; strong rubber lid latches with dual locking points; 
built-in stainless steel hinge system; heavy-flow drain no-leak system; thick rubber non-

skid feet and a lifetime warranty. 
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ranger 45 - Tan 
Model Number: MR45T Retail: $325.00   

 

The Ranger 45 - 45 qt/11.25 gal cooler is the one you want when maximum ice retention 

is required for long periods in extreme conditions. It features 2.5" thick insulated walls with 
double-wall rotomolded construction; freezer-grade lid gasket to prevent any air flow or 

loss of internal temperature retention; strong rubber lid latches with dual locking points; 
built-in stainless steel hinge system; heavy-flow drain no-leak system; thick rubber non-

skid feet and a lifetime warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Ranger 45 - White 
Model Number: MR45W Retail: $325.00   

 

The Ranger 45 - 45 qt/11.25 gal cooler is the one you want when maximum ice retention 
is required for long periods in extreme conditions. It features 2.5" thick insulated walls with 

double-wall rotomolded construction; freezer-grade lid gasket to prevent any air flow or 
loss of internal temperature retention; strong rubber lid latches with dual locking points; 

built-in stainless steel hinge system; heavy-flow drain no-leak system; thick rubber non-
skid feet and a lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ranger 65 - Tan 
Model Number: MR65T Retail: $400.00   

 

The Ranger 65 - 65 qt/16.25 gal cooler is the one you want when maximum ice retention 
is required for long periods in extreme conditions. It features 2.5" thick insulated walls with 

double-wall rotomolded construction; freezer-grade lid gasket to prevent any air flow or 
loss of internal temperature retention; strong rubber lid latches with dual locking points; 

built-in stainless steel hinge system; heavy-flow drain no-leak system; thick rubber non-

skid feet and a lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ranger 65 - Mossy Oak Break-Up Country - Tan 

Model Number: MR65T-MO-BC Retail: $575.00   

 

The Ranger 65 - 65 qt/16.25 gal cooler is the one you want when maximum ice retention 
is required for long periods in extreme conditions. It features 2.5" thick insulated walls with 

double-wall rotomolded construction; freezer-grade lid gasket to prevent any air flow or 

loss of internal temperature retention; strong rubber lid latches with dual locking points; 
built-in stainless steel hinge system; heavy-flow drain no-leak system; thick rubber non-

skid feet and a lifetime warranty. 
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ranger 65 - White 
Model Number: MR65W Retail: $400.00   

 

The Ranger 65 - 65 qt/16.25 gal cooler is the one you want when maximum ice retention 

is required for long periods in extreme conditions. It features 2.5" thick insulated walls with 
double-wall rotomolded construction; freezer-grade lid gasket to prevent any air flow or 

loss of internal temperature retention; strong rubber lid latches with dual locking points; 
built-in stainless steel hinge system; heavy-flow drain no-leak system; thick rubber non-

skid feet and a lifetime warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Chilski 12 oz. - Stainless 
Model Number: MS12KZ Retail: $12.99   

 

The Chilski 12 oz. Drink Holder keeps your drink cold 10 times longer than standard drink 

holders. The collar is rubberized to grip and seal in the coldness. It is made of kitchen 
grade 18/8 premium stainless steel and features double-wall vacuum insulation and a 

lifetime warranty.  

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Chilski 12 oz. - Red 
Model Number: MS12KZ-200 Retail: $12.99   

 

The Chilski 12 oz. Drink Holder keeps your drink cold 10 times longer than standard drink 

holders. The collar is rubberized to grip and seal in the coldness. It is made of kitchen 
grade 18/8 premium stainless steel and features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; 

double-wall vacuum insulation; and a lifetime warranty.  

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Chilski 12 oz. - Pink 

Model Number: MS12KZ-232 Retail: $12.99   

 

The Chilski 12 oz. Drink Holder keeps your drink cold 10 times longer than standard drink 

holders. The collar is rubberized to grip and seal in the coldness. It is made of kitchen 

grade 18/8 premium stainless steel and features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; 
double-wall vacuum insulation; and a lifetime warranty.  
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Chilski 12 oz. - Royal Blue 
Model Number: MS12KZ-287 Retail: $12.99   

 

The Chilski 12 oz. Drink Holder keeps your drink cold 10 times longer than standard drink 
holders. The collar is rubberized to grip and seal in the coldness. It is made of kitchen 

grade 18/8 premium stainless steel and feature Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; 
double-wall vacuum insulation; and a lifetime warranty.  

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Chilski 12 oz. - Black 
Model Number: MS12KZ-BLK Retail: $12.99   

 

The Chilski 12 oz. Drink Holder keeps your drink cold 10 times longer than standard drink 

holders. The collar is rubberized to grip and seal in the coldness. It is made of kitchen 
grade 18/8 premium stainless steel and features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; 

double-wall vacuum insulation; and a lifetime warranty.  

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Chilski 12 oz. - White 
Model Number: MS12KZ-WHT Retail: $12.99   

 

The Chilski 12 oz. Drink Holder keeps your drink cold 10 times longer than standard drink 

holders. The collar is rubberized to grip and seal in the coldness. It is made of kitchen 
grade 18/8 premium stainless steel and features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; 

double-wall vacuum insulation; and a lifetime warranty.  

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Rover 20 oz. Tumbler - Stainless 

Model Number: MS20ROV Retail: $14.99   

 

The Rover 20 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 

fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 

features; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid helps maintain temperature; rubber 
gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime warranty. 
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Rover 20 oz. Tumbler - Red 
Model Number: MS20ROV-200 Retail: $14.99   

 

The Rover 20 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 

fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 
features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid 

helps maintain temperature; rubber gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime 

warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Rover 20 oz. Tumbler - Royal Blue 
Model Number: MS20ROV-287 Retail: $14.99   

 

The Rover 20 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 
fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 

features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid 

helps maintain temperature; rubber gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime 
warranty. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Rover 20 oz. Tumbler - Forest Green 
Model Number: MS20ROV-342 Retail: $14.99   

 

The Rover 20 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 

fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 
features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid 

helps maintain temperature; rubber gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime 
warranty. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Rover 20 oz. Tumbler - Black 

Model Number: MS20ROV-BLK Retail: $14.99   

 

The Rover 20 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 

fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 
features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid 

helps maintain temperature; rubber gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime 

warranty. 
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Rover 20 oz. Tumbler - White 
Model Number: MS20ROV-WHT Retail: $14.99   

 

The Rover 20 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 

fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 
features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid 

helps maintain temperature; rubber gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime 

warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Rover 30 oz. - Stainless 
Model Number: MS30ROV Retail: $16.99   

 

The Rover 30 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 

fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 
features; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid helps maintain temperature; rubber 

gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Rover 30 oz. - Red 
Model Number: MS30ROV-200 Retail: $16.99   

 

The Rover 30 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 

fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 
features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid 

helps maintain temperature; rubber gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime 
warranty. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Rover 30 oz. Royal Blue 

Model Number: MS30ROV-287 Retail: $16.99   

 

The Rover 30 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 

fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 
features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid 

helps maintain temperature; rubber gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime 

warranty. 
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Rover 30 oz. - Forest Green 
Model Number: MS30ROV-342 Retail: $16.99   

 

The Rover 30 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 

fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 
features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid 

helps maintain temperature; rubber gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime 

warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Rover 30 oz. - Black 
Model Number: MS30ROV-BLK Retail: $16.99   

 

The Rover 30 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 
fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 

features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid 

helps maintain temperature; rubber gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime 
warranty. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Rover 30 oz. - White 
Model Number: MS30ROV-WHT Retail: $16.99   

 

The Rover 30 oz. Tumbler holds ice for up to 36+ hours and is condensation/sweat free! It 

fits most cup holders and is made of kitchen grade 18/8 premium stainless steel. It 
features Chroma-Grip deluxe powder coating; double-wall vacuum insulation; clear lid 

helps maintain temperature; rubber gasket and lid stopper prevents spills; and a lifetime 
warranty. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ascent 40 oz. Tumbler with Handle - Orange 

Model Number: MS40ASC-165 Retail: $34.99   

 

The Mammoth Ascent features, a durable powder coat finish, easy-grip handle for secure 
holding, a 0.6 mm thick stainless steel construction that resists dents; double wall vacuum 

insulation and a sweat free design. It fits most cupholders and comes with one color 
matching lid that screws on for security. It is watertight even when flipped and has a 

flipper lid with larger drinking hold for easy sipping and a straw hole with rubber stopper. 

The flip up sipper spout includes internal straw. Keeps liquids cold 36+ hours and hot 12+ 
hours. 
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ascent 40 oz. Tumbler with Handle - Red 
Model Number: MS40ASC-200 Retail: $34.99   

 

The Mammoth Ascent features, a durable powder coat finish, easy-grip handle for secure 
holding, a 0.6 mm thick stainless steel construction that resists dents; double wall vacuum 

insulation and a sweat free design. It fits most cupholders and comes with one color 
matching lid that screws on for security. It is watertight even when flipped and has a 

flipper lid with larger drinking hold for easy sipping and a straw hole with rubber stopper. 

The flip up sipper spout includes internal straw. Keeps liquids cold 36+ hours and hot 12+ 
hours. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Ascent 40 oz. Tumbler with Handle - Dark Blue 
Model Number: MS40ASC-281 Retail: $34.99   

 

The Mammoth Ascent features, a durable powder coat finish, easy-grip handle for secure 

holding, a 0.6 mm thick stainless steel construction that resists dents; double wall vacuum 
insulation and a sweat free design. It fits most cupholders and comes with one color 

matching lid that screws on for security. It is watertight even when flipped and has a 

flipper lid with larger drinking hold for easy sipping and a straw hole with rubber stopper. 
The flip up sipper spout includes internal straw. Keeps liquids cold 36+ hours and hot 12+ 

hours. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ascent 40 oz. Tumbler with Handle - Royal Blue 
Model Number: MS40ASC-287 Retail: $34.99   

 

The Mammoth Ascent features, a durable powder coat finish, easy-grip handle for secure 

holding, a 0.6 mm thick stainless steel construction that resists dents; double wall vacuum 

insulation and a sweat free design. It fits most cupholders and comes with one color 
matching lid that screws on for security. It is watertight even when flipped and has a 

flipper lid with larger drinking hold for easy sipping and a straw hole with rubber stopper. 
The flip up sipper spout includes internal straw. Keeps liquids cold 36+ hours and hot 12+ 

hours. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ascent 40 oz. Tumbler with Handle - Green 

Model Number: MS40ASC-567 Retail: $34.99   

 

The Mammoth Ascent features, a durable powder coat finish, easy-grip handle for secure 
holding, a 0.6 mm thick stainless steel construction that resists dents; double wall vacuum 

insulation and a sweat free design. It fits most cupholders and comes with one color 
matching lid that screws on for security. It is watertight even when flipped and has a 

flipper lid with larger drinking hold for easy sipping and a straw hole with rubber stopper. 

The flip up sipper spout includes internal straw. Keeps liquids cold 36+ hours and hot 12+ 
hours. 
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ascent 40 oz. Tumbler with Handle - Seafoam 
Model Number: MS40ASC-572 Retail: $34.99   

 

The Mammoth Ascent features, a durable powder coat finish, easy-grip handle for secure 
holding, a 0.6 mm thick stainless steel construction that resists dents; double wall vacuum 

insulation and a sweat free design. It fits most cupholders and comes with one color 
matching lid that screws on for security. It is watertight even when flipped and has a 

flipper lid with larger drinking hold for easy sipping and a straw hole with rubber stopper. 

The flip up sipper spout includes internal straw. Keeps liquids cold 36+ hours and hot 12+ 
hours. 

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Ascent 40 oz. Tumbler with Handle - Black 
Model Number: MS40ASC-BLK Retail: $34.99   

 

The Mammoth Ascent features, a durable powder coat finish, easy-grip handle for secure 

holding, a 0.6 mm thick stainless steel construction that resists dents; double wall vacuum 
insulation and a sweat free design. It fits most cupholders and comes with one color 

matching lid that screws on for security. It is watertight even when flipped and has a 

flipper lid with larger drinking hold for easy sipping and a straw hole with rubber stopper. 
The flip up sipper spout includes internal straw. Keeps liquids cold 36+ hours and hot 12+ 

hours. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Ascent 40 oz. Tumbler with Handle - White 
Model Number: MS40ASC-WHT Retail: $34.99   

 

The Mammoth Ascent features, a durable powder coat finish, easy-grip handle for secure 

holding, a 0.6 mm thick stainless steel construction that resists dents; double wall vacuum 

insulation and a sweat free design. It fits most cupholders and comes with one color 
matching lid that screws on for security. It is watertight even when flipped and has a 

flipper lid with larger drinking hold for easy sipping and a straw hole with rubber stopper. 
The flip up sipper spout includes internal straw. Keeps liquids cold 36+ hours and hot 12+ 

hours. 

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Trekker 30 Waterproof Backpack - Blue 

Model Number: MTRE30-287 Retail: $120.00   

 

The Mammoth Trekker Backpack Cooler is built with a heavy-duty nylon shell construction, 
making it puncture and tear resistant. It is equipped with a roll-top closure to keep it leak-

proof and airtight. With a 30 qt. capacity, the Trekker can hold up to 24 cans and ice. 

Ultra-comfortable backpack straps make this the perfect soft-sided cooler to take on your 
outdoor adventures. Just like all of the Mammoth Cooler products, the Trekker comes with 

a lifetime warranty.  
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Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Tropic 30 Cooler Backpack - Light Gray 
Model Number: MTRO30 Retail: $175.00   

 

The Mammoth Tropic is an ultra-comfortable backpack. This high-quality cooler is 30 

quarts and can hold up to 24 cans and ice, with ice retention lasting 3-5 days. It includes 
an air valve technology, making it easy for you to add or remove air to maximize 

performance. With an anti-microbial liner, the Trooper resists all mold and mildew. There is 
a roll-top closure, making this bag become leakproof and airtight. The Trooper also 

includes a lifetime warranty.  

 Brand Name:  Mammoth Model Name: Tropic 30 Cooler Backpack - Sportsman Tan 
Model Number: MTRO30ST Retail: $175.00   

 

The Mammoth Tropic is an ultra-comfortable backpack. This high-quality cooler is 30 
quarts and can hold up to 24 cans and ice, with ice retention lasting 3-5 days. It includes 

an air valve technology, making it easy for you to add or remove air to maximize 
performance. With an anti-microbial liner, the Trooper resists all mold and mildew. There is 

a roll-top closure, making this bag become leakproof and airtight. The Trooper also 
includes a lifetime warranty.  

Brand Name: Mammoth Model Name: Voyager 20 Soft Cooler Bag - White/Gray 
Model Number: MV20 Retail: $175.00   

 

The Mammoth Voyager has a 20 qt. Capacity. This soft-sided cooler can hold up to 20 cans 

and ice for your outdoor adventures. The Voyager comes with a thick foam insulation, and 
is also puncture and tear resistant. The Mammoth Voyager also features an anti-microbial 

liner, this soft-sided cooler will resist all mold and mildew. The Voyager also includes a 
lifetime warranty. 

 


